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       To some people heavy metal is Motorhead and to others it's Judas
Priest 
~Glenn Danzig

My view on Democrats is that they're fascists disguised as liberals, or
liberal moderates. You're not allowed to say anything they don't agree
with. You're not allowed to do anything. 
~Glenn Danzig

Blessing is a curse, seduction and thirst, feeds the hunger that burns
inside. 
~Glenn Danzig

The Democratic party has gone so far to the left that people just can't
relate to it anymore and the Republican party is trying to go totally to
the right. 
~Glenn Danzig

I just told you I wasn't a Satanist 
~Glenn Danzig

We're doing Circle of Snakes, we open up with Skin Carver and we are
throwing in Skull Forest later on. 
~Glenn Danzig

Whether I'm doing music or I'm walking down the street or I'm in a
record store buying a record or I walk into a comic store and I'm buying
comics or having a drink with my friends, it's the same me. 
~Glenn Danzig

Until the contract is signed, nothing is real. 
~Glenn Danzig

I know they are going to be doing a box set in Europe of Danzig 5 and 6
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and some other stuff. 
~Glenn Danzig

I wish the Libertarian Party would get more play in the media but they
don't. 
~Glenn Danzig

But unfortunately, I have to say, one out of every 100 interviews I do, I
get a real journalist 
~Glenn Danzig

But when you get to a song, not only do you have to do a vocal melody,
you have to write words and not be redundant and make some
semblance of a story 
~Glenn Danzig

Everyone thinks L.A. is the beach. And actually, Hollywood is really far
from the beach. 
~Glenn Danzig

I dont think theres a back lot here in Hollywood anymore that has those
streets, like a French Quarter. 
~Glenn Danzig

Of course, I started really being a comics fan with the underground stuff
in the '70s 
~Glenn Danzig

I'm just saying that at least for the foreseeable future there won't be any
more touring 
~Glenn Danzig

So writing a song is much harder than doing a classical piece for me,
because in a classical piece, I can just let the mood dictate what's
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going to happen. 
~Glenn Danzig

Wars have always started over religion 
~Glenn Danzig

You know I take music seriously, right? So I expect journalists to take
being a journalist seriously. 
~Glenn Danzig

But the Danzig unreleased stuff will be either a single or a double CD. 
~Glenn Danzig
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